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COLLEGE OF VOCATIONAL STUDIES
NAME OF THE EVENT

NO.

OF DATE

PARTICIPANTS
Activities for Physical Fitness

6

15/11/2020

Yamuna cleaning

12

18/11/2020

Yamuna cleaning

12

25/03/2021

Gautam Buddha Statue Cleaning

5

26/03/2021

Parasailing Camp’21

2

28 /01/2021

Republic Day Camp’21

2

1/1/2021-



31/1/2021
National Voters Day and Republic Day Celebration
Combined Annual Training Camp’21

55

25/1/2021.

25

3/2/2021 to
7/2/2021

ACTIVITIES FOR PHYSICAL FITNESS
"Fitness is not a destination, it is a way of health. Commit yourself to being healthy and
fit…." Fit India Movement is a nation-wide movement in India to encourage people to
remain healthy and fit by including physical activities and sports in their daily lives.
“Success is related to fitness, success stories of all of our icons from any field of life have
a common thread, most of them are fit, have a focus on fitness and are fond of fitness.”
Activities for physical fitness was organised by DGNCC/Ministry of Youth Affairs on
15th November 2020 under Fit India Movement. There were 6 participants from the
College of Vocational Studies.
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YAMUNA CLEANSHIP PROGRAM
As part of the Swachhta Hi Sewa campaign, a cleanliness drive was organized by Delhi
Government and DG NCC on 18th November 2020. The volunteers from NCC participated
in the event. The main goal of the drive was cleaning of Yamuna and it’s ghats. Awareness
regarding maintenance and cleanliness of Ganga was spread to the general public .
Taking note from the success of the previous drive, a cleanliness drive was organized again
on 25th March 2021. The volunteers participated with the same enthusiasm and a sense of
responsibility. Awareness regarding the rise of pollutants in Yamuna and its consequences
was spread. Total 12 cadets participated in these cleanliness drives from College of
Vocational Studies whole heartedly in this drive.
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GAUTAM

BUDDHA

STATUE

CLEANING

PROGRAM
After learning about the importance of the statue, the cadets volunteered to take up the
cleaning of the statue. This is another way of teaching the NCC cadets the value of such
eminent personalities and the importance of maintaining the statue so that the generations can
draw inspiration and instructions from their contributions to grow into good citizens,
responsible human beings, inculcation of leadership qualities, creating competent volunteers
to evolve as future guardians of the society. Under the act of Prime Minister of India to
launched the Swachh Bharat Swasth Bharat Mission on 2nd October 2014, the Gautam
Buddha statue cleaning was successfully conducted on 26th March 2021 by the 2 Delhi Naval
Unit (2DNU) where the cadets of College of Vocational Studies eagerly participated .
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PARASAILING CAMP’21
Parasailing is widely known as the recreational activity of gliding through the air wearing
an open parachute while being towed by a Jeep. In NCC, every year the cadets go through a
tough training of a month and are assessed on their flying skills. The selected cadets get an
opportunity to fly in front of the Prime Minister of India in the event known as the Prime
Minister’s Rally on 28th January. In the year 2020-21, National Cadet Corps (NCC)
College of Vocational Studies participated in the Parasailing Camp during the PM Rally'21.
This camp was held in the CARIAPPA PARADE GROUND, DELHI CANTT. The cadets
were first attached to the parachute with the help of an attachment called carabiner, the
jyspsy then towed the cadet towards the direction of the wind. Cadets were taught the basic
precautions of parachute flying such as paddling until reaching the height of 5 feet above
the ground, emergency landings during unfavourable wind direction, wearing the Harness,
helmet, knee guard, elbow guard properly to technicalities such as differentiating various
ropes of parachute, pulling the break rope on our own under emergency landings etc.
This year Cdt Manish Pal and LC Rimpy Ganguly successfully completed the Parasailing
Camp and showcased their skills in the PM Rally’21.

REPUBLIC DAY CAMP’21
This camp has showed the true importance of team spirit to its cadets, as they all work as a
team throughout this camp. All these activities were undertaken strictly following the
COVID protocols. In this camp on 28th of January 2021, 2 cadets from College of
Vocational Studies, Cdt Rimpy and CC Manish Pal, participated in PM's RALLY 2021.
Annual Republic Day Camp (RDC) is held at Cariappa Parade Ground, Delhi Cantt every
year from 01 Jan to 29 Jan. 2070 selected NCC cadets from all States and Union Territories
attend the camp. This camp represents all parts of India and is a 'Mini India' in itself.
RDC is a culmination of so many events- Best Cadet (BC), Youth Exchange Programme
(YEP), Rajpath, PM Rally, Cultural events, Flag area briefing, etc. Every event has its own
set of activities and an individual participating in a particular event is given the best possible
training for excelling in that particular event.
Maintaining the legacy of CVS NCC for the third year in a row, Cdt Om Satyam Sharma was
selected as a Best Cadet to represent the Delhi Directorate on the national level. The final
camp was held at Cariappa Parade Ground, Delhi Cantonment from 1st January 2021 to 31st
January 2021
This year one of our most sincere cadets Om Satyam Sharma stood up to the benchmark set
by his seniors and participated in the republic day camp 2021 as the best cadet from delhi
directorate and added an extra charm to our college’s NCC.
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NATIONAL VOTERS DAY AND REPUBLIC DAY
CELEBRATION
College Of Vocational Studies celebrated India's Republic Day with great fervor and
enthusiasm. Republic Day is a Commemoration of India's Constitution coming into force on
26th January 1950, which was completed. The country's Transition towards becoming an
Independent Nation. The College Staff along with College students and Naval NCC Cadets
who made this event a successful one. The hosting of the Indian Tricolour Flag took place
along with the Singing of the National Anthem. Along with that, In order to encourage more
young voters to take part in the political process, the Government of India has decided to
celebrate January 25 every year as "National Voters' Day". It started from 25 January 2011 to
mark Commission's foundation day.
55 NCC naval Cadets from CVS College participated in this event with great enthusiasm and
the event itself went successful as well. The Republic Day celebrations were a lot more
special as we celebrated National Voters Day in the presence of the following eminent
personalities:
- Ms. Nabeela Wali Judge, Delhi Judicial Service and Secretary, South Delhi Legal Services
Authority.
- Ms. Poonam Bamba District and Sessions Judge, Saket Courts Complex and author of two
amazingly thought provoking titles - Perfect Marriage: Not a Mirage and Temple of Justice:
A School of Life. The event was organised by the cadets of CVS NCC and cadets from
Shaheed Bhagat Singh College and 6 Delhi Boys Battalion. The programme began by the Ms.
Poonam Bamba and Ms. Nabeela Wali ma’am’s address, followed by Lt. Cdr. Surender
Singh sir and Dr. Inderjeet Dagar sir’s speech. Cultural performances were also prepared by
the cadets of CVS and SBSC.

COMBINED ANNUAL TRAINING CAMP’21
This camp is a compulsory camp conducted for all cadets every year. The duration of this
camp is usually held for 10-12 days. Cadets from College Vocational Studies took part ;
enthusiastically and fervently. The camp not only enriches the students to participate more in
these extracurricular activities rather get detailed knowledge and experience of these military
camps which an ideal person would not seek. These camps make us strengthen the bond we
share with everyone and get to know each other more by experiencing it together.
This camp was organised by our unit, i.e., 2 Delhi Naval Unit, Okhla. The 5-day camp was
packed with various activities relating to Navy and special lectures by officers were also held.
On the last day, a massive cultural programme was organised wherein the cadets showcased
their dancing and singing skills.

